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Abstract We present a portable system for personalized
blood cell counting consisting of a microfluidic imped-
ance cytometer and portable analog readout electronics,
feeding into an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), and
being transmitted via Bluetooth to a user-accessible mo-
bile application. We fabricated a microfluidic impedance
cytometer with a novel portable analog readout. The novel
design of the analog readout, which consists of a lock-in-
amplifier followed by a high-pass filter stage for subtrac-
tion of drift and DC offset, and a post-subtraction high
gain stage, enables detection of particles and cells as
small as 1 μm in diameter, despite using a low-end 8-bit
ADC. The lock-in-amplifier and the ADC were set up to
receive and transmit data from a Bluetooth module. In
order to initiate the system, as well as to transmit all of
the data, a user friendly mobile application was devel-
oped, and a proof-of-concept trial was run on a blood
sample. Applications such as personalized health monitor-
ing require robust device operation and resilience to clog-
ging. It is desirable to avoid using channels comparable in
size to the particles being detected thus requiring high
levels of sensitivity. Despite using low-end off-the-shelf
hardware, our sensing platform was capable of detecting

changes in impedance as small as 0.032%, allowing detection
of 3 μm diameter particles in a 300 μm wide channel. The
sensitivity of our system is comparable to that of a high-end
bench-top impedance spectrometer when tested using the
same sensors. The novel analog design allowed for an
instrument with a footprint of less than 80 cm2. The aim of
this work is to demonstrate the potential of using microfluidic
impedance spectroscopy for low cost health monitoring. We
demonstrated the utility of the platform technology towards
cell counting, however, our platform is broadly applicable to
assaying wide panels of biomarkers including proteins,
nucleic acids, and various cell types.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, smartphones have spread at an incredible rate
throughout the world. As of 2015, there were more than 7
billion cellular subscriptions, indicating an overall penetration
rate of 97% (Sanou 2015). The performance of CMOS based
mobile processors have also improved, currently allowing for
processing speeds in the range of several GHz. Smartphones are
now able to perform digital sampling, processing, reporting,
and wireless sharing of data with the use of very portable and
cost-efficient hardware. The ease of obtaining and sharing data
with smartphones allows for a paradigm shift in the biomedical
field, where medical professionals can monitor their patient’s
health remotely through wearable devices (Ozcan 2014).
Recently, to illustrate the potential of wearables for health
monitoring, a smartphone based platform was used to
demonstrate continuous monitoring of a panel of metabolites
in sweat (Emaminejad et al. 2016).
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Flow cytometry, a biomedical procedure which has typical-
ly been restricted to the confines of a lab, has the potential to
be integrated with wearable hardware and mobile processing
to introduce a novel, user-savvy system for continuous and
remote diagnosis (Sun et al. 2014). Flow cytometry, the gold
standard technique for cell counting, is primarily based on
optical detection of fluorescently labeled biological cells and
particles suspended in a stream of fluid. To date, it requires
bulky and costly optical instrumentation and also laborious
fluorescent tagging of cells (Herzenberg et al. 2002).
Impedance cytometry (Emaminejad et al. 2015), which is
based on electrical detection, is advantageous over optical
readout because of the potential for developing instrumenta-
tion with a small footprint. We have previously shown how
electrical impedance cytometry can be used towards detection
of proteins (Mok et al. 2014), cells (Emaminejad et al. 2015),
and nucleic acids (Javanmard et al. 2011) with high specificity
and sensitivity (Lin et al. 2015). Significant improvements in
wireless technology have also made it possible for hand-held
medical devices to wirelessly connect with miniaturized com-
puting devices like smart phones and tablets, thus making
results readily available for both the patient and medical pro-
fessionals. The wireless coupling of lab-on-a-chip electronic
biosensors with smart phones can enable continuous monitor-
ing of patient health (Sun et al. 2014; Jiang et al. 2016).

The ability to detect single cells and particles at micron
scale generally requires a highly sensitive system that can
detect at least a 0.1% change in baseline impedance. This
typically requires both high-end analog-to-digital conver-
sion hardware and also channel sizes comparable to the
particle being detected. Small channel sizes generally re-
sult in device failure due to clogging of the microfluidic
channels, and high-resolution analog to digital converters
usually require either a customized integrated circuit or a
data acquisition card that plugs into a notebook or personal
computer. To be able to detect single particles robustly
without clogging channels requires a sensor cross-
sectional area five to ten times larger than the largest par-
ticle that will be detected, which is difficult to achieve with
low-resolution off-the-shelf analog-to-digital converters.
The focus of this paper is two-fold. First, we developed
analog-front-end circuitry for a microfluidic impedance
cytometer with improved sensitivity allowing for the use
of low-resolution (8-bit) ADC for data acquisition. Second,
we developed digital hardware for wireless data transmis-
sion and a smart-phone application for both signal process-
ing and to create a user-friendly interface.

One of the major challenges of electrical impedance
detection is detecting low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) out-
put signals provided by low voltage, low power sensors,
which can be an order of magnitude smaller than electri-
cal noise and interference signals from the environment
(Wilmshurst 1990). One of the most common techniques

for detecting very small AC signals down to a few nano-
volts is lock-in-amplification (LIA), which makes use of
the synchronous phase sensitive detection (PSD) tech-
nique. This is significant as it promises the sensitivity
required to detect these small output signals. When a nar-
row bandwidth around the modulation reference frequen-
cy is allowed to pass through to the output, the remaining
signal is filtered out, allowing a signal which is a thou-
sand times weaker than the noise environment to be suc-
cessfully detected (Systems 1999). The utility of the lock-
in-amplifier has been demonstrated in various electronic
sensing systems including contactless conductivity detec-
tion for microchip-based capillary electrophoresis (CE)
(Lichtenberg et al.), where a synchronous detector phase
readout circuit was used (Lichtenberg et al. 2002). In the
synchronous detection architecture much care needs to be
taken for perfect matching of the frequency and phase
values of the data with the reference signal, otherwise,
the signal cannot be completely recovered. Gabal et al.
has shown the use of two parallel PSD to eliminate sys-
tem phase dependence (Gabal et al. 2010). Recently,
Marcellis et al. presented a LIA chip that performs auto-
matic alignment of the relative phase between the input
and the reference signal and performs self-tuning (De
Marcellis et al. 2013). Also, using a high-frequency mod-
ulation reference signal for impedance spectroscopy
shorts out the capacitive coupling in the sensor, and thus
the output signal can be linearly amplified and detected
using the LIA technique. The upper frequency of the ref-
erence signal is limited by the sampling rate of the data
acquisition system which has to be more than twice of the
upper frequency of the reference signal according to
Nyquist rate (Sun et al. 2007). For a LIA, a multiplier is
used to demodulate the carrier and peak frequency to
baseband and a low pass filter is used to detect a low-
frequency sensor signal and filter out a high-frequency
signal and noise. The LIA can be of analog or digital
architecture, or both. The digital LIA has gained popular-
ity as it is suitable for multi-frequency operation (Sun
et al. 2007; Sonnaillon and Bonetto 2005; Yang et al.
2007; Yang et al. 2009; Bo and Li 2015; Bengtsson
2012), hence commercial lock-in-amplifiers often use a
digital architecture (Instruments 2017; FEMTO 2017).
However to develop a portable hand-held LIA, where sin-
gle frequency excitation is sufficient, the use of a costly
and bulky digital architecture is excessive. Also, digitizing
the analog output of the sensor, which is a small peak
carried on a baseline signal which drifts randomly with
time, requires a very high resolution and high-end
analog-to-digital converter. In the literature, various analog
LIA chip architectures have been presented including de-
signs using a single supply, a decrease in supply voltage
and power consumption, a reduction in chip area, and
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exploitation of new architectures to improve performance
(Marschner et al. 2009; Gnudi et al. 1999; Azzolini et al.
2008; D’Amico et al. 2010; Lee et al. 2012; Manickam
et al. 2012; Kassanos et al. 2013; Kassanos et al. 2014;
Murali et al. 2014; Huang and Palermo 2013; Maya-
hernández et al. 2014; Gu and Mcfarlane 2015). Various
integrated LIA chips have been developed with a power
consumption as low as 207.7 μW (Gu and Mcfarlane
2015) and areas as small as 0.013 mm2 (Maya-hernández
et al. 2014). A fully analog readout circuit is thus a suitable
solution for miniaturized integrated portable medical
devices.

We present a modified analog LIA design wirelessly
paired up with a smart phone and demonstrate its utility
at the system level. To the best of our knowledge, our
modified LIA design is the first to perform baseline drift
subtraction followed by a high-gain amplification stage,
allowing high sensitivity detection using a low-resolution
8 bit ADC. In this paper, we describe the architecture of
the modified LIA, the mobile readout extension, the bio-
sensor fabrication, and final benchmarking of the smart
phone enabled blood cell counter. We also discuss the
theoretical noise model and noise simulations.

2 Architecture of analog front-end circuitry

A traditional LIA consists of a reference frequency gen-
erator, a trans-impedance amplifier, a mixer, and a low-
pass filter stage. Experiments have shown that for the
frequency region between 100 kHz and 1 MHz, channel
impedance is dominated by bulk solution resistance across
the electrolyte. Above a frequency of 1 MHz, there is a
drop in channel impedance due to capacitance of the cell
membrane (Emaminejad et al. 2015), thus for simple cell
counting and sizing, we choose to operate at a reference
frequency signal of 500 kHz. The modulated current sig-
nal coming out of the sensor is converted into a voltage
signal using a trans-impedance amplifier. Then, a mixer
stage demodulates the voltage signal by multiplying it
with the input frequency signal. The demodulated signal
is then passed through a low pass filter stage with a low
cut-off frequency so that only the signal peak of interest is
passed. In addition to the input frequency, high-frequency
noise components are filtered out which improves SNR of
the system. The low pass filter cut-off frequency is deter-
mined based on the transit time of the bead between two
electrodes. Since we are only interested in AC signal var-
iation corresponding to particle/cell flow in the sensor, a
DC blocking capacitor is used to remove the DC baseline
introduced by the carrier frequency. By implementing this
high-pass filtering in the analog domain, we now have the
ability to apply a large gain so that the magnitude of the

peak is detectable by a low-resolution ADC. Thus, two
high gain stages are used to amplify the output AC signal
from the low pass filter. The high gain stage also am-
plifies the noise level of the system; however, the signal
peak dominates over the noise. The output of the low pass
filter is:

VLPF ¼ 1

2
VTIAVsig 1þ mx tð Þ½ �cosθsig

where, VTIA and Vsig are the amplitudes of the output of
the trans-impedance amplifier and the input reference sig-
nal respectively, mx(t) is a time varying component intro-
duced by particle/cells flowing through the electrode sen-
sor, and sig is the phase of the input signal. At the output
of the DC blocking capacitor, we obtain,

vcap ¼ 1

2
VTIAV inmx tð Þcosθsig

Thus, the output signal does not depend on the phase
matching between the reference signal and the current
coming out of the sensor. The concept of this lock-in-
amplification based resistive biosensor is illustrated in
Fig. 1. While designing the high frequency analog front-
end circuit, we considered several factors for minimizing
noise and interference including power supply noise reduc-
tion, minimization of output voltage fluctuations, and other
important considerations necessary when including fre-
quency generation on-board (details explained in
supplemental materials).

3 Noise analysis of the circuit and simulation analysis

In order to develop a design space to understand the key per-
formance parameters, we calculated and simulated (using
LTSpice software) the total noise of the system considering
all of the major sources of noise. We did so by calculating the
output referred voltage noise. We compare this calculation
with the noise simulation results of the system circuit model.
Figure 2 illustrates the noise model of the circuit.

The calculation of the output referred voltage noise of the
circuit is presented here. The output voltage noise of the trans-
impedance amplification stage is:

En1
2 ¼ Rf 1=Rbiosensor

� �2 Vbiosensor
2 þ Vn1

2
� �þ Rf 1

2in12 þ V f 1
2 ð1Þ

The output voltage noise of the mixer stage is:

En2
2 ¼ En1

2 þ Vmix
2 ð2Þ
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The output voltage noise of the active low pass filter stage is:

En3
2 ¼ Zc1= R1 þ R2jjZc2 þ Zc1ð Þð Þ2 En2

2 þ V1
2

� �

þ Zc1
2 V2 −R2

−V2 R2 þ Zc2

����
����= R1 þ R2 þ Zc1 −R2

−R2 R2 þ Zc2

����
����

� �2

þ Vn2 −R2

−Vn2 R2 þ Zc2

����
����= R1 þ R2 þ Zc1 −R2

−R2 R2 þ Zc2

����
����

� �2
 !

þ in22 R1 þ R2jjZc2ð ÞZc1ð Þ= R1 þ R2jjZc2 þ Zc1ð Þ½ �2 þ V f 2 þ Zc1
R2 þ Zc2 V f 2

−R2 0

����
����= R2 þ Zc2 −R2

−R2 R1 þ R2 þ Zc1

����
����

� �� �2

ð3Þ

The output voltage noise of the cascaded passive low pass
filter and DC blocking capacitor is:

En4
2 ¼ En3−V3ð Þ= R3 þ Zc3ð Þð Þ2Zc3

2 ð4Þ

The output voltage noise of the first inverting gain stage is:

En5
2 ¼ Rf 3=R4

� �2 V4
2 þ Vn3

2 þ En4
2

� �þ Rf 3
2in32 þ V f 3

2 ð5Þ

Finally, the output voltage noise of inverting gain stage is:

En6
2 ¼ Rf 4=R5

� �2 V5
2 þ Vn4

2 þ En5
2

� �þ Rf 4
2in42 þ V f 4

2 ð6Þ

Here, the variables are presented in Fig. 2. Vn and in corre-
spond to the input referred voltage and current noise of the
operational amplifier and they are numbered according to their
order in the circuit. Each resistor is also modeled as a thermal
voltage source. The capacitors do not serve as independent
noise sources.

The circuit was also simulated using LTSpice IV simula-
tion software. The simulation result closely matches with the
theoretical calculation. The output voltage noise frequency
spectrum simulation of the circuit in LTSpice is shown in
Fig. 3. The inclusion of two high gain stages increases the
noise to the level of 1.2 mV/√Hz within the period of frequen-
cy 10 Hz and 100 Hz. The total estimated RMS noise value
from the simulation is 26.127 mV.

Fig. 1 a System block diagram
(b) (Lateral View) model of
particle flow through LIA based
biosensor, where R is the base
resistance, ΔR is the resistance
fluctuation due to particle flow,
and CD represents the dielectric
capacitance between the electrode
and buffer solution
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4 Biosensor fabrication

The microfluidic device was fabricated using standard soft
lithography processing (Xia and Whitesides 1998). We used
the exact same sensor fabrication process as we did previously
(Lin et al. 2015), however, we briefly describe the process
here. The microfluidic channel was constructed by casting
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on the master mold. The mas-
ter mold was fabricated on a Si wafer by micropatterning and
exposing SU-8 photoresist to UV light. For our experiment,
we used two different channel widths: 300 μm and 30 μm,
both 8 μm high and 1 cm long. Sygard 184 silicone elastomer
base and curing agent (Dow Corning) were mixed uniformly
at 10:1 in a weight ratio to produce the PDMS solution. The
PDMS solution was then degassed in a vacuum desiccator and
poured slowly onto the mold in a container. A second stage of
degassing was performed to ensure the conformal contact be-
tween the PDMS and micro-channel design on the master
mold. The PDMS solution was cured for 1 h at 80 °C before
peeling it off from the master mold. The inlet and outlet of the
microfluidic channel were created by removing PDMS using a
biopsy puncher.

The microfluidic biosensor was fabricated with gold elec-
trodes on a glass wafer using standard photolithography,

electron beam evaporation, and lift-off. The glass wafer
was spin-coated with AZ5214 photoresist before micro-
patterning the electrode and exposing to UV light. The elec-
tron beam evaporation process deposited a layer of chromi-
um (50 Angstrom) and a layer of gold (100 nm) to the glass
substrate. The excess metal deposition in the non-patterned
regions on the glass substrate was removed by the lift-off
process in an acetone bath. The remaining metal deposition
on the substrate was the pattern of the electrode fingers. In
the design, the electrodes were 10 μm wide and 15 μm apart
from each other.

The PDMS microfluidic channel was covalently
bonded to the glass wafer by oxidizing the contact sur-
faces. The PDMS was exposed to oxygen plasma gen-
erating a thin layer of silanol (SiOH) terminations,
which formed the conformal bonding to the oxidized
surface of the glass wafer (Duffy et al. 1998). The
microfluidic channel was aligned perpendicular to the
electrode fingers. Oxygen plasma treatment on PDMS
changed its surface properties from hydrophobic to hy-
drophilic (Tan et al. 2010). Intrinsically, PDMS being
hydrophobic, made it difficult to wet the microchannel.
The polar function group silanes made the surface of
the microchannel hydrophilic.

Fig. 2 Spice simulation of the noise model from the readout circuit
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5 Circuit description and experiment setup

Two (EBL 6F22 9 V 600 mAh lithium ion rechargeable) bat-
teries are used as the power supply. There is a DPDT toggle
switch to turn the batteries on and off. The batteries can supply
power for approximately 12 h. Two voltage regulators
(LT1763 and LT1964 from Linear Technology) are used to
deliver +5 V and -5 V respectively from the 9 V batteries.
On the printed circuit board, we have implemented a power
supply bypassing technique for both high and low-frequency
noise rejection. Two electrode pads from the biochip are con-
nected to the readout circuit through clips. A relatively high
frequency (500 kHz) 2 Volt Peak-to-Peak (Vp-p) input signal is
generated on board from a 1 MHz crystal oscillator ECS-
100 AC and a passive LC tank and then fed into the biosensor.
The higher the amplitude of the input signal, the higher the
SNR will be. We determined by experimentation that above 2
Vp-p the dc offset of the subsequent stages bring the signal to
rail and clip it, thus we used a 2 Vp-p input signal. We have
used a resolution of 20 mV for the input signal. The spectrum
of the bandpass passive LC filter tank is shown in Fig. 4. The
center of the band is at 500 kHz, so it rejects all other frequen-
cies and gives a smooth sine wave signal. The AC signal goes
into the biochip through one electrode pad and the output

current from the biochip is collected through the other elec-
trode pad. To implement the trans-impedance stage, a low
noise operational amplifier (TL071CP from Texas
Instruments) was used. In the feedback path, a 20 kΩ poten-
tiometer is used alongside a 2 kΩ resistor to control the trans-
impedance gain. So, the trans-impedance gain ranges from
0.04 to 0.44. The mixer stage is implemented using a four
quadrant multiplier (AD835 from Analog Devices). A 3rd
order Butterworth low pass filter (cut off 100 Hz) is imple-
mented using the same low noise operational amplifier
TL071CP. This filter gives a 60 dB roll off per decade and
rejects high-frequency noise. We have used a DC blocking
capacitor to remove the baseline of the signal.

At the final stage of the circuit, two inverting high gain
stages are used to amplify the detected peak from the biosen-
sor. The first inverting stage has a gain of 1000. The second
inverting stage has a potentiometer for adjustable gain be-
tween 100 and 1100. So, we can achieve a gain as high as
1.1 MV/Amp. The potentiometer was set to a minimum dur-
ing the experiment so the net gain was 105. In the PCB, we
used a two-layer ground plane to reduce crosstalk between
wires andmade sure there was no potential difference between
the ground connections of the different circuit elements.
Various techniques have been presented in the past for

Fig. 3 Spice simulation of the noise from the readout circuit
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removing electro-magnetic interference in PCBs (Instruments
1999). The full footprint of our printed circuit board was
100 mm × 80 mm.

5.1 Data acquisition

In this work, we utilized two different techniques for data
acquisition. Initially, we tested and characterized the circuit
and system using a benchtop system using a LabVIEW
(National Instruments, TX, USA) data acquisition card and a
desktop computer. After fully verifying system performance,
we replaced the LabVIEWdata acquisition systemwith a min-
iaturized handheld microcontroller.

For the initial desktop data acquisition system, the analog
output of the readout circuit was converted to a digital signal
using a multipurpose data acquisition card (National
Instruments RIO USB 7856R). The output voltage signal
was reconstructed and post-processed using LabVIEW soft-
ware. The recorded data was processed in MATLAB 2012a
(MathWorks Inc.). Later we replaced the desktop data acqui-
sition system with the ATmega 328p, a microcontroller from
the handheld Arduino Uno Rev3 board (ARDUINO.CC). The
resolution of the ATmega 328p is 10-bit, but in order to

increase the sampling frequency on the Arduino, only the
ADCH register of the microcontroller was used, and the
ADCL register was omitted, resulting in only 8-bit resolution.
Because the input of the Arduino only accepts a 0 to 5 V
range, the output of the LIA was biased using a regulated
5 V reference voltage and a voltage divider. The 8-bit resolu-
tion ADC was sufficient to digitally reconstruct the measured
analog signal. The output digital signal from the Arduino
board was reconstructed using Arduino 1.6.3 software and
then recorded using Processing 3 software (processing.org).
The recorded data was then processed in MATLAB 2012a
(MathWorks Inc.) to reduce noise and quantify peaks
corresponding to each bead flow.

6 Noise measurement of readout circuit

We experimentally proceeded to determine which source of
noise dominates the system. We measured the noise power
spectral density by grounding the input of the circuit. We
individually isolated each component in the circuit to charac-
terize its contribution to the entire noise output. We measured
the noise level of the circuit for the following five cases:

Fig. 4 Spice simulation of gain versus frequency for passive LC tank. The center of the band is at 500 kHz
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1) The PCB with no biosensor connected. 2) The PCB
connected to the biosensor but no fluid in it. 3) The PCB with
a 50 kΩ resistor in place of the biosensor. 4) The PCB and the
biosensor with fluid and beads in it. 5) The DAQ card input
shorted to measure its noise levels. The measurement results
are overlaid in Fig. 5.

From this figure, it is seen that noise from the first four
cases dominates over the DAQ card noise. The low-
frequency flicker noise comes from the DAQ card and
contributes to the PCB noise. The PCB noise with the
50 kΩ resistor is similar to the noise of the PCB with
the biosensor, so a 50 kΩ resistor is used in the noise
simulation in place of the biosensor. The total estimated
RMS noise value from the PCB and biosensor with fluid
and beads in it is 73.47 mV. This noise is nearly 3 times
of that obtained in simulation. During simulation, the
+5 V, −5 V regulator circuit and on board frequency gen-
erator circuit is not considered, which contributes to extra
noise. Also, interference noise from the environment is
another additional source of noise not considered in our
simulation. Isolating the circuit and sensor inside a metal
box (faraday cage) resulted in no significant noise reduc-
tion during the measurement.

7 Sensor testing

To test the performance of the sensor and readout circuit, 1,
3 and 8 μm diameter beads were injected into the
microfluidic impedance cytometer. To enable a hydrophilic
channel, the bonded channel was treated with oxygen plas-
ma. Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) was injected into the
channel inlet using a micropipette. Test sample (particles
and/or blood) was then pipetted in the channel. Using the
hydraulic pump 11 elite diffusions dual syringe (model
number 704501 from Harvard Apparatus), a steady flow
of 0.08 μl/min was actuated in the fluidic channel. We used
a 300 μm wide channel for testing 3 and 8 μm diameter
beads. We used a 30 μm wide channel for testing solution
containing 1 μm diameter beads. We simultaneously mon-
itored the channel under an optical microscope to confirm
that electrical signal changes were due to beads passing
through the electrodes. The signal coming acquired from
the PCB was recorded in LabVIEW using an NI DAQ
system. The transit time for the bead to pass by the distance
between two electrodes ranged between 0.13 to 0.15 s.
Thus, signal peaks had a frequency in between 6 to 8 Hz
(calculated by taking the inverse of the transit time). Thus

Fig. 5 Noise power spectral
density for 1) The PCB with no
biosensor connected, 2) The PCB
connected to the biosensor but no
fluid in it, 3) The PCB with 50 k
ohm resistor in place of the
biosensor, 4) The PCB and the
biosensor with fluid and beads in
it, 5) The Analog-to-Digital
Converter with no circuit or sen-
sor connected

Fig. 6 Microscopic image of
8 μm diameter bead flowing
through 2 electrode sensor
(black arrow shows the
direction of the flow)
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we used a low-pass filter cutoff of 100 Hz so that the signal
peaks could easily be detected. The current that was re-
corded from the sensor was approximately 20 nA.

We performed a set of experiments for 3 μm diameter
beads by replacing the NI DAQ system with the handheld
microcontroller from Arduino Uno. In this experiment, we

used a 30 μm wide channel with the identical setup as
other experiments. The transit time for the 3 μm diameter
bead to pass by the distance between two electrodes was
between 0.08 to 0.1 s. So, signal peaks had a frequency in
between 10 to 12 Hz (calculated by taking the inverse of
the transit time) and with a low-pass filter cutoff of

Table 1 Comparison of SNR
and percentage of bead volume
with respect to active sensing
channel volume for 1, 3, and
8-micrometer diameter bead
(input frequency 500 kHz)

Bead diameter (μm) Channel width (μm) Signal to noise ratio (SNR) Percentage of bead volume
with respect to active
sensing channel volume

1 30 5.68 0.12%

3 300 8.01 0.032%

8 300 184.53 0.69%

3 30 (With Arduino ADC) 58.5 0.319%

Fig. 7 MATLAB signal analysis of recorded signal: time response
and amplitude distribution are shown respectively in (a) and (b) for
1 μm diameter bead solution, in (c) and (d) for a combination of 3
and 8 μm diameter bead solution. For these experiments, data was

recorded using benchtop NI DAQ card. In (e) and (f), result
corresponds to 3 μm diameter bead solution while an Arduino 8-bit
ADC was used for data acquisition
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100 Hz, the signal peaks could easily get through. The
channel under the optical microscope was simultaneously
monitored to confirm that electrical signal changes were
due to beads passing through the electrodes. Video re-
cordings of the passage of beads through the channel were
acquired to confirm that each peak indeed corresponded
to the passage of beads through the electrode finger. In
Fig. 6, we show three different positions of a single 8 μm
diameter bead while passing through the electrode sensor
in a 300 μm wide channel.

8 Data analysis

In MATLAB, a Chebyshev low pass filter and wavelet de-
noising technique to lower noise was used to get smooth
peaks. We have calculated the impedance change that the cir-
cuit can sense by taking the ratio of the spherical bead volume
with respect to the active sensing channel volume. Active
sensing channel volume is calculated by multiplying the chan-
nel width (30 μm or 300 μm), channel height (8 μm) and
length of active region. Also, SNR for different sizes of beads
are calculated. For 8 μm diameter bead flow, we achieved a
SNR of 184 while sensing a percentage impedance change of
0.69% in a 300 μm wide channel. We could detect 3 μm

diameter beads flowing in the same 300 μm wide channel
with a SNR of 8 and a percentage impedance change of
0.032%. The SNR for a 3 μm diameter bead experiment was
compared with the result from a benchtop lock-in-amplifier
(Zurich Instruments HF2IS, Switzerland) and the performance
was identical. We used a 30 μm wide channel to test with a
1 μm diameter bead and the SNR was 5.68. We replaced the
DAQ system with a low-resolution 8-bit ADC from Arduino
microcontroller and tested the 3 μm diameter bead in a 30 μm
wide channel. The recorded SNR was 58.5. The results are
summarized in Table 1.

We also measured the peak amplitude distribution of the
three different bead types. The sample output signal and am-
plitude distribution are shown side by side in Fig. 7 for three
different experiments: first experiment with 1 μm diameter
bead solution, second experiment with 3 and 8 μm diameter
bead solution and finally 3 μm diameter bead solution result
recorded with 8-bit ADC from Arduino microcontroller. The
variation in amplitude distribution for 3 μm diameter bead
solution is large compared to 1 and 8 μm bead solution. It is
because system input signal peak was optimized to avoid the
saturation of amplitude peak corresponding to beads passing
through the channel.

When a bead passes through the two electrodes it causes
the current to decrease. This results in an increase in voltage

Fig. 8 Spice simulation result showing output of the second Inverting Gain Stage to demonstrate role of DC blocking capacitor in causing
double-peak signature
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due to a 180-degree phase shift introduced by the trans-
impedance amplifier. The output of the low pass filter stage
is a sharp positive peak with a baseline that drifts over time.
The DC blocking capacitor removes the baseline; however, it
adds a negative overshoot. If we consider a sharp positive
half sine wave peak at the input of the capacitor, for the input
positive edge, the output rises sharply, while for the negative
edge of the input, the output falls sharply and then tries to
recover with time. This small negative overshoot is greatly
amplified by two high gain stages and ends up as a signature
positive peak followed by a negative peak at the output of
the circuit. The phenomenon was also verified using LTSpice
IV. The output of the second inverting gain stage in LTSpice
is shown in Fig. 8 which is identical in shape to our exper-
imental result.

9 Mobile extension

Impedance Spectroscopy using lock-in amplification has
traditionally required a compatible computer interface to

run memory-intensive software and analyze sampled data.
The implementation of a portable lock-in amplifier allows
for the opportunity to move away from bulky computer
hardware, and create a mobile platform to control the entire
system. This significantly reduces the cost, allows for the
creation of a user-friendly interface, and makes the system
easily transportable. In addition, smartphones generally
come equipped with several wireless technologies, which
allow for high-speed data transfer. Therefore, the USB
serial connection from the Arduino to the computer was
replaced with Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) to eliminate
any wires attaching the readout hardware to the mobile
platform.

BLE is a relatively new wireless communication stan-
dard that aims to reduce power usage, cost, bandwidth, and
complexity that other technologies could not optimize.
Bluetooth Low Energy operates in a client-server mode
and is structured around Generic Attribute (GATT) pro-
files, which serve as basic data models to center writing
and reading operations around. Hence, with an easy to
understand concept, outstanding economic benefits, and

Fig. 9 a Mobile Data Interface.
From left to right, the LIA output
feeds into an Arduino Uno, which
samples the data. The serial
output of the UNO is coupled
with the HM-10 BLE module,
which sends the data to a phone.
All of the communication is con-
trolled with a mobile interface on
the phone. b Image of complete
system setup
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fast-growing adoption by mobile vendors, BLE is the per-
fect choice for a medical Internet-of-Things device
(Townsend et al. 2014).

As for the specific flow of data for BLE, the process is
straightforward. Initially, the application commences a scan
that searches for the device, which broadcasts itself at a de-
fined interval. Once the application finds the Bluetooth MAC
address of the device, it connects to the device and subscribes
to notifications from the main characteristic of the main ser-
vice of the device’s GATT profile. When the user is ready,
they can request a reading from the device, which then streams
data to the application in 20 byte packets for a set interval.
Once this data is collected, it is displayed on the user interface
of the application.

The HM-10 BLE V4.0 Bluetooth module was used. The
data output of the Arduino was coupled with the data input for
the Bluetooth module. Through experimentation, it was deter-
mined that the fastest data connection that could be sent with-
out bit loss was via a baud rate of 115,200 bits/s. Each sample
value was sent as an integer. In order to select a proper corre-
sponding sampling rate, different delay times were introduced
into the Arduino runtime loop, and it was determined that a
delay of 750 μs resulted in the fastest sampling that could
remain in sync with the Bluetooth module. An Android appli-
cation was developed using Android Studio to interact with
the Bluetooth module. The application implements features to

allow a user to initiate the Arduino’s sampling. In addition,
features were added to collect the data being received from the
Arduino, convert the binary data to its corresponding voltage
values, and write the data to a .txt file. Computationally ex-
pensive signal processing was not necessary at this point be-
cause of the sufficient SNR of the signals produced by the
lock-in amplifier. Using a simple threshold function, voltage
peaks are identified from the data, and the estimated number
of cells that passed through the sensor’s electrodes are
displayed at the user’s request. Furthermore, the app makes
use of the Android Plot library to plot all of the data on a
Bsamples vs. voltage^ chart. The system extension is shown
in Fig. 9a, where the LIA output corresponds to the output of
the high-gain stage from Fig. 1. An image of the complete
system setup, consisting of the biosensor, the LIA on a PCB,
the Arduino, the Bluetooth Module, and the smartphone is
presented in Fig. 9b.

10 Standalone system experiment on blood samples

In order to verify the compatibility of the entire system, aswell
as to portray the viability of the system as a portable and
reliable medical device, blood samples were introduced into
the PDMS channel with the purpose of counting blood cells.
The blood was first diluted with PBS, and centrifuged at
7500× rpm for 2 min to separate impurities from the cells.
The supernatant was then aspirated, and fresh buffer was
added. Then, the solution was ultra-sonically cleaned for
20 s. The resulting solution was diluted once more with PBS
before being pipetted into the well of the micro-channel. The
flow rate was set to .08 μl/min. Figure 10 shows representa-
tive data. The threshold of the application was set to 0.5 V. In
one case, during 60 s of blood cell flow, the application noti-
fied the user that 87 cells passed through the electrodes. It was
observed that the sampling rate of the Arduino slightly de-
creased as time progressed. The initial 750 μs delay resulted
in an initial sampling rate of 1333 Hz, however, the sampling
rate by the end of the experiment had decreased to 900 Hz.
Arduino’s delay() function does not guarantee accuracy, how-
ever, consistent sampling can be achieved in future work by
implementing a dedicated microcontroller with a delayuntil()
function, which was not built into the Arduino library.
Screenshots of the application throughout the experiment are
shown in Fig. 11. To validate cell counts optically, simulta-
neously during electrical recording, a video was recorded of
cells entering the channel using a digital microscope camera.
An animated voltage plot was reconstructed in real-time using
MATLAB, and compared frame by frame to the video, to
understand how many peaks were generated at the moment
a cell passed through the channel. A fixed sampling time was
used to reconstruct the plot, by dividing the number of sam-
ples by the length of the video, making the assumption that the

Fig. 10 Data retrieved from mobile application. a 10s of control data (b)
60s of dilute RBC flow
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length of the video was the same as the length of the sampling
time.

Representative data is shown in Fig. 12. The sampling time
we used to simulate the data in Matlab was fixed, whereas the
actual sampling time slightly decreased, as previously men-
tioned. Therefore, certain regions appeared in Fig. 12 in which
the digital count slightly lagged behind the optical count. A
higher number of total counts was measured with our system,
which is likely due to the resolution limits of our digital cam-
era and small focus range of the microscopemaking it difficult
to discern cells clustered together.

11 Conclusion

In this paper, a novel impedance cytometer design with
smartphone readout is presented. We implemented the analog
readout circuit for a microfluidic impedance cytometer capa-
ble of detecting particles as small as 1 μm using 8-bit data
acquisition hardware and a smartphone for data processing.
The minimum change of impedance in the sensor that we
could detect was 0.032% for 3 μm diameter beads while the
highest measured SNR was 184 for an 8 μm diameter bead in
a 300 μm wide channel. For a 1 μm diameter bead the SNR

Fig. 11 Screenshots of Android application interacting with Bluetooth
module throughout an experiment (a) a screenshot when the user initiates
data sampling after hitting BSTART .̂ The directory location where data is
stored locally is shown. b a screenshot after the user hits BFINDPEAKS^.

The number of peaks above the threshold is counted, as well as the total
number of samples. The number of peaks corresponds to the number of
detected particles (c) a screenshot after hitting BVIEW GRAPH,^
generating a plot of the voltage data
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was around 4. The SNR performance of the custom-built read-
out circuit for a 3 μm diameter bead experiment was compa-
rable to a state-of-the-art bench top impedance spectrometer.
We demonstrated the ability to acquire and process data using
a microcontroller wirelessly paired to a smartphone. The
printed circuit board area for our readout circuit was
10 cm × 8 cm. Further improvements can be made by devel-
oping a fully integrated CMOS solution to further improve the
detection limit and reduce the overall size and power con-
sumption of the system, and using a standalone microcontrol-
ler instead of an entire Arduino board. We emphasize that
more work is necessary to demonstrate personalized health
monitoring including specialized packaging for a robust and
rugged interface, mechanisms for device failure mitigation
and detection, along with on-chip sample preparation depend-
ing on the application of interest. In this study, our goal was to
show the potential of moving towards personal health moni-
toring through the combination of electronic biosensors and
mobile phone technologies, with no compromise in perfor-
mance compared to state-of-the-art benchtop electronic mea-
surement and data acquisition systems.
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